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ICLR

� Mission - reduce loss of life and property caused 
by severe weather and earthquakes

� Created in 1997 by the insurance community to 
confront rising disaster losses

� Multi-disciplinary research and education 
provides an essential foundation for ‘science to 
action’

� 30 scientists / 100+ students / 12+ universities / 
350+ research papers / $50+ million in research

� Western University affiliated



In the media



ICLR board
� Barbara Bellissimo

� Senior Vice President, Desjardins

� Gail Atkinson

� Professor, Earth Sciences, Western University

� Steve Cohen

� Executive Director, Personal Lines, Aviva Canada

� Joseph El-Sayegh

� President & CEO, SCOR Re

� Louis Gagnon

� President, Service & Distribution, Intact Insurance

� Andrew N. Hrymak

� Dean, Professor, Chemical and Biochemical Engineering, Western University

� Carol Jardine

� Senior Vice President and Chief Strategy Officer, Wawanesa Insurance

� Paul Kovacs

� Executive Director, Institute for Catastrophic Loss Reduction

� Sean Murphy

� President, Lloyd’s Canada

� Veronica Scotti

� Chief Executive Officer, Swiss Re

� Heidi Sevcik

� Chief Executive Officer, Gore Mutual

� Dan Schrubsole

� Professor and Chair, Geography, Western University

� Phillipp Wassenberg

� President & CEO, Munich Re Canada

� Rob Wesseling

� President & CEO, The Cooperators



Number of cat. events 1970-2016

Source: Swiss Re, sigma



Insured losses 1970-2017(1H)
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USD billion at 2005 pricesUSD billion at 2005 prices

$20 billion

Minimum selection criteria:

Total losses USD 99.0 m

Or: 

Insured property claims

Shipping: USD 19.9 m

Aviation: USD 39.8 m

Other: USD 49.5 m

Or: 

Casualties

Dead or missing: 20

Injured: 50

Homeless: 2 000
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Growing coverage gap



Canadian disaster damage

1983 to 2008 = $400m average
2009 to 2013 = $1b average



Frequency & Severity



Canadian cats 2017

� Ontario windstorm

� East Coast windstorm

� Ontario/Quebec rain/wind

� Flooding in eastern Canada

� Western Canada windstorm

� Saskatoon hailstorm

� Alberta storms

� Elephant Hill wildfire, B.C.

� Alberta storms

� Williams Lake wildfire, B.C.

� Alberta storm

� Alberta and Saskatchewan storm

� Windsor flood



Five-year plan

� Promote best practices to enhance 
the resilience of existing homes 
to damage from natural hazards

� Work with builders and others to 
champion resilient design and 
construction of new homes

� Partner with municipalities to 
advance homeowner basement 
flood risk reduction efforts

� Identify options to expand the role 
of private insurance



Plan components

� The plan for each hazard area is comprised of the same 
major headings

� Research

� Engagement



Hazard research

� Concentration on five main hazard areas

� Wildfire

� Earthquake

� Wind

� Water

� Hail



Wildfire plan

� Research
� Post-fire damage investigation program
� National wildfire risk maps
� Community ratings for wildfire risk

� Engagement
� Construction codes
� Educational materials
� Landscaping industry
� Insurers Rebuild Stronger Homes
� Support national FireSmartTM initiative/Canadian Wildland Fire 

Strategy
� National conferences



Wildfire

� ‘Risk reduction status of recovering 
wildfire-impacted communities in 
Canada’

� To what degree, if any, have 
homeowners adopted FireSmart 
measures to mitigate future wildfires?

� Assessments conducted on nearly 
� 450 homes in Kelowna, B.C. and 
� Slave Lake, AB
� Rated 20 hazard factors related to 

structural, vegetation/fuels, topographic 
features and ignition potential

� Paper at www.iclr.org









Fort McMurray













Why do homes ignite?

� ‘Why some homes survived: Learning 
from the Fort McMurray wildfire 

� disaster’
� Why did some homes survive this 

wildland/urban interface disaster with 
little or no damage, while others were 
vulnerable to ignition and destroyed?

� “Iwind-driven embers were the most 
probable cause for the majority of early 
home ignitionsI”

� Preliminary findings at www.iclr.org
� Final report due out in 4Q



Why do homes ignite?



Why do homes ignite?

� Not all homes with key vulnerabilities (eg. 
vinyl siding) ignited

� Positive structural features and absence or 
low levels of combustibles (eg. vegetation) 
can prevent ignition by embers



Why do homes ignite?

� Old stucco siding beneath new vinyl siding, 
fire resistant asphalt roofing and 
landscaping choices were key reasons for 
survival of this home



Why do homes ignite?

� Long-lasting sources of intense heat 
frequently lead to ignition of adjacent 
structures

� Firewood pile beside wooden shed next to 
home



Why do homes ignite?

� High correlation between home destruction 
and the presence of easily ignited, highly 
combustible shrubbery (eg. juniper, cedars) 
located in close proximity to decks and 
balconies



Why do homes ignite?

� Combustible ground covers allowed fire to 
spread into contact with homes, while non-
combustible ground covers blocked fire 
pathways



Why do homes ignite?

� Some owners thinned forest/reduced fuel, 
others did not (Saprae Creek Estates)



Creating defensible space



Wildfire

� As with all hazards, risk and 
mitigation communication to 
stakeholders is crucial



Earthquake plan

� Research
� Update study on fire following earthquake

� Vancouver
� Montreal(?)

� Update study on risk and vulnerability of underground 
infrastructure

� Support west coast earthquake and tsunamis early warning 
system

� Earthquakes and hydraulic fracturing
� Perception of earthquake risk and the take-up of earthquake 

insurance and mitigation measures
� Social science research into earthquake building code 

implementation and enforcement in B.C.
� Engagement

� Construction codes
� Educational materials
� Insurers Rebuild Stronger Homes
� Showcase homes



Maps and tools



Induced seismicity study

� ICLR-affiliated researchers at 
Western University

� First of its kind study in Canada
� Focused on understanding the 

mechanisms and associated hazards 
regarding industry-related induced 
seismicity

� Seeking an in-depth understanding of 
the likelihood of induced seismicity 
and associated risk potential that 
currently does not exist

� Results will provide a knowledge-
based foundation for the 
development of practical models to 
evaluate and mitigate the risk to 
critical infrastructure posed by energy 
extraction

� Will seek to develop protocols to 
appropriately assess and monitor risk 
of induced seismicity



Hydraulic fracturing

Hydraulic fracturing, or 
fracking, is the name of an 
unconventional process for 
extracting natural gas from 
underground shale beds. 

The sand particles hold 
the cracks open to allow gas to 
flow out up the well, where it is 
harvested.

Injection massive 
quantities of sand and 
chemicals at high pressures, 
causing networks of fractures 
to open. 

Pressurized mixture breaks 

the shale bed

http://www.thecoast.ca/halifax/what-we-know-we-dont-know-about-fracking/Content?oid=4384360



Zonation maps of Vancouver

� Dr. Sheri Molnar and ICLR have entered into a five-year $2.2 million 
agreement with Emergency Management British Columbia to update 
seismic zonation maps in Metro Vancouver

� Outputs will include:
� A folio of detailed seismic zonation maps for Metro Vancouver at 

a scale in the range of 1:25,000 to 1:50,000 for “meaningful 
resolution” (i.e. such that neighbourhood level decisions can be 
made)

� Soil amplification maps based on National Building Code site 
classifications

� A liquefaction susceptibility map showing the variation in 
earthquake-induced liquefaction hazard; and

� A slope instability map indicating the susceptibility of soil to move 
downslope as a result of earthquake

� Dr. Gail Atkinson is working on implementing ShakeMap applications 
in southwestern B.C. in near-real time, in coordination with this 
program



Zonation maps of Victoria



A new age of supply 
chain disruption

� April 14 and 15, 2016 earthquakes in Kumamoto, 
Japan

� Affected such companies as Toyota, Honda, 
Mitsubishi, Nissan, Sony and several of their key 
suppliers

� Four GM plants offline for two weeks (Tennessee, 
Ohio, Kansas and Ontario)

� Damage at two suppliers took 26 Toyota 
assembly plants down

� Door and engine parts plants down, but also 
makers of automotive microcontrollers

� Auto producers have been impacted by natural 
disasters and labour disputes in the past



A new age of supply 
chain disruption

� What is new is the disruption of auto 
manufacturing due to a disruption in the 
manufacturing of semiconductors and 
microcontrollers

� Past events (eg. quakes in Taiwan) have 
interrupted production of desktops, laptops, 
external hard drives, flat panel TVs etc

� Today, such events impact production of smart 
phones, tablets and, now, vehicles

� With the rise of the Internet of things, supply chain 
risk may be broadening

� Important, given expanded use of 
microprocessors etc. and the risky locations of 
production facilities (China, Japan, Thailand, 
Phillippines, California etc)



A new age of supply 
chain disruption

� Companies need intimate familiarity with their 
supply chains

� Need to put continuity plans and workarounds in 
place

� Must understand the differences between 
business interruption and contingent business 
interruption and ensure that proper coverages are 
in place



Earthquake

� As with all hazards, risk and 
mitigation communication to 
stakeholders is crucial



Wind plan

� Research
� Storm damage assessment team
� Construction codes and enforcement
� Hurricane risk communication
� Economics of building codes
� Research on engineered buildings and infrastructure

� Engagement
� Showcase homes
� Insurers Rebuild Stronger Homes
� Cities Adapt
� Educational materials



Wind

� Communicating hurricane risk in 
Eastern Canada: Enhancing the 
communication lines between the 
Canadian Hurricane Centre, 
municipalities and insurers

� Six recommendations
� Four government centric
� Two industry centric

� Need clear and direct communication 
between the CHC and insurers

� Communication with insurers should 
be focused on risk-based analysis 



Dufferin County

� Working with Dufferin to incentivize use of 
hurricane straps for all new homes constructed in 
the county

� $4.50 offered per clip
� +20k clips have been installed so far this year



Preventing blow-down

� Numerous partially-built homes lost every year due 
to windstorm

� Seeking simple, straightforward guidance for 
builders to prevent loss



Wind
Building code work



Wind

� As with all hazards, risk and 
mitigation communication to 
stakeholders is crucial



Water plan

� Research
� Understanding lot-level flood risk reduction measures
� Understanding the role and efficacy of homeowner engagement 

programs
� Reducing flood risk in new subdivisions
� Improving understanding of groundwater risk
� Understanding the role of green infrastructure
� Construction code issues
� Understanding coastal flood hazards

� Engagement
� Municipal Advisory Committee
� Construction codes
� Educational materials
� Insurers Rebuild Stronger Homes
� Showcase homes
� IDFCC tool
� Infrastructure and Buildings Working Group



Flood protection technologies

� Partnership between ICLR, University of Guelph, Western 
University and NSERC

� Project 1: Physical lab, testing protocols (Prof. A. Binns) 
(2016)

� Project 2: Accumulation of debris, physical and mathematical 
modelling (Prof. E. McBean) (2016-2017)

� Project 3: NSERC CRD – 4 years (2017-2021)

� Basement flood

� Protection technology

� BWVs, sumps, LID



IDFCC tool

� IDF curves: Frequency of extreme rainfall events for a variety 
of durations and intensities

� Pre-loaded with EC hydro-meteorological station data AND 

users can enter their own data from non-EC stations, run 
same processes

� Generates IDF curves based on historical data using same 
methods as EC

� Future curves:

� Data from 22 Global Circulation Models

� Downscaling

� Individual models or ensemble of 22 GCMs 



IDFCC tool



Backwater valve protocol website



Water
Building code work



Water

� As with all hazards, risk and 
mitigation communication to 
stakeholders is crucial



Hail plan

� Research
� Impact resilient roofing
� Impact resilient siding
� Reducing hail damage to vehicles
� Hail maps

� Engagement
� Construction codes
� Educational materials
� Insurers Rebuild Stronger Homes
� Showcase homes



Hail

� Hail climatology for Canada: An 
update 

� Hail climatology (i.e. number of hail 
days per year) for 1977 to 2007

� Trends slightly mixed ranging from 
downward trends with no statistical 
significant, to downward trends with 
statistical significance, to upward 
trend with with statistical significance

� Hail maps will be provided to ICLR 
member companies



Hail



Hail impact on vehicles

� Seeking a standard testing method for evaluating 
performance of products claiming to offer hail 
protection for vehicles

� Preliminary impact testing on automobile parts
� Recommendations for future projects
� Looked at

� Impact mechanics
� Materials transfer impact energy into deformation
� Looked at different parts of the car because they perform 

differently
� Windshield vs side and rear glass
� Body panels

� Modes of deformation
� Steel ball vs. ice
� Hail properties and hail replication



Hail impact on vehicles



To recap

� Natural disasters are increasing in frequency and 
severity, both worldwide and in Canada

� Since 2009, Canada has seen unprecedented 
growth in disaster-related costs and impacts

� ICLR is conducting research into resiliency on 
behalf of the Canadian p&c industry and society at 
large

� ICLR has loss control info that can be used by 
insureds



gmcgillivray@iclr.org

www.iclr.org
www.basementfloodreduction.com

Twitter: @iclrcanada


